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]]£ LIHITATIO~ (E UH\fRiAI_ CRITICAL OUJERIA* 

BY 

0' IBE 1-kxiA 

The subtitle for this paper is : The case for an 
aesthetics of African Literature. The question it tries to 
explore is whether, now that a comparatively extensive body 
of African literature has been published, some conventions 
have been established, awareness of which is necessary for 
fruitful criticism of that literature. Has anything emerged 
whi ch could be identified as a specific method for assessing 
the meaning, expertise and direction of Afri can Literature? 
The title of the paper was suggested by reaction to the be
ginning of a review of the plays of Wole Soyinka and J. P. 
Clark in 1963 by Martin Esslin. He had written there: 

I f1TU8t~ a t the VBt'IJ outsot~ di sclaim any 
special knowZ.edge of tho social. and cuL
tural. backgroWtd fPom rJhich t hese p~ays 
spring. Indeed~ I proesume that must have 
been t;he reason I !JaB askBd to revie~.~ 
tiwm i n those pages -- w p'l'OIJids. for 
once, the COM'ect ive of a change o f pero
spective~ as i t 1.1eroe; of focus , of vieiJ
point; to submit th8111~ l.ike ozogani 81118 i n 
a l.aboratol"y, to a surviva l. tss t in vacuo 
by seeing hcu they appear w someoruJ LJho. 
in the CO'llJOSe of his proofessionaZ 1.701'1<. 
has to :read an BndUuls succession of plays 
from totally different backgrounds and uho 
uill tlulrefore, almost aut;or.tati.oal.l.y, apply 
to them the same gm~BNZ ya:rdatick; who ui.LZ 
judge tham not as African plays but as plays 
pUl'e and simple. 1 

His review of the plays was a corrective on the concept, but 
the presumptions of universal critical criteria which he stated 
have been very strong in the criticism of African literature. 

* This papero was originaZLy presented to a conference on 
African writing at Dal housie Univerosi.ty, Hali fa:, Nova 
Scotia, May 19'13, and t;o a seminar on African Li.tsr atW'fl 
at UCLA. 
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The search for an aesthetics of African Literature is not 
as chauvinistic as it might sound. What emerges might not be 
exclusively African_ All literatures -- either of different 
places or at different times for the same iiterature -- have 
had their conventions, but these may in fact consist of elements 
or stages of other literatures. Moreover, the validity of the 
question is not in any prescriptive effect in the sense that 
one can say that "This writer does not write in this way, 
therefore he is not an African writer. " The resulting answer 
woul d be descriptive of assumptions and technical elements 
behind the literature -- hence, a statement on the proper or 
adequate critical tools which would constitute a means of getting 
at meaning and appreciating the felicities of our literature . 
Variations are bound to exist between one writer and another, 
but there must be some core of creative direction within a 
contemporaneous cultural milieu and it is this tradition that 
it is fruitful to start from. 

Reactions to Western Critics 

Critical attention began to be paid to African writing 
in the late fifti~s and early sixties and much of this came 
from European critics. It was presumed that since this liter
ature was written in European languages, it had to be assessed 
in terms of the traditions of the literature of those languages. 
Much of the discussion at the 1963 Freetown 'Conference on 
African Literature and the Universities' tended towards a con
clusion that African Literature written in English should be 
considered as English Literature, that this literature was 
"extending the boundaries of English Literature"2 and that 
"we don't want to have a special paper on African Literature."3 
African writers themselves resented a tendency to lower stand
ards when assessing their writings. In 1962, Wole Soyinka, for 
example, was complaining that "European foreign critics are not 
helping by being Eurocentrically condescending, applying a 
different standard for writing_ "4 

Stringency of critical standards is ~owever not the same 
thing as an adequate or fruitful approach to criticism and it 
was clear to most African writers that s1gnificant criticism 
of their work was not emerg+ng from people of different i nterests, 
tradi tions and backgrounds. The expression of this awareness 
was violent in 1962 when J.P. Clark displayed the various ways 
in whi ch he thought European critics were trying to impede 
African writers through their criticism;5 and Chinua Achebe 
described three types of European critics of African writers, 
accusing even the best of them of a cocksureness based on ethno
centrically conceived certainties of aesthetic truth, concluding 
with an assertion that "No man can understand another whose 
language be does not speak" and adding in parentheses that 
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"language here does not mean simply words but a man's entire 
world-view. "6 As late as 1967 the same matter was brought 
up in an interview with Ama Ata Aidoo of Ghana and she declared: 

I do not see that there is any vaLidity in 
having someone who does not belong to t he 
society from which the literature itseZf 
springs, teZling you how to write . I 'm 
sure you 've heard every Afri~an wr iter 
say this , but I do not see how it can 
work. What I mean is, if the writing 
i.s from a certain background, it 's only 
the peopZe who are from the background 
who can ten t he world, "This is good)" 
and then t he worZd takes it. To me it 
is so simpZe one doesn't have to taZk 
about it . You know, nobody elae but the 
English critical wor ld could say that 
John Osborne is a good playwl'ight. Now 
when you get England recognizing Osborne as 
good or bad, at any rate cont roversial, then 
other peQpZe become interested. See what 
I mean?"T 

Perhaps the most virulent personal expression of the rejection 
of non-indegenous criticism is J.P. Clark's recent reference 
to Gerald Moore as "Old John Bull ... alias Mr. !-know-my
Africa. n8 

The bases for these rejections of external criticism have 
been varied: some European critics have resented the tone of 
African writers in their criti cism of European culture and 
European imperial ism and have reacted by injecting into the 
criticism the extraneous factor of the supposed ingratitude 
of these African wri ters as biting the fingers that fed them; 
others, in the surprise that these primitives have actually 
written, and more, have used English to write, have tended to 
give condescending praise, often leading to championing the 
cause of a naive African literature and exhibiting a hungry 
acceptance of a quai ntness and exoticism irrelevant to the real 
achievement of a literature; others still, more serious as 
critics, and determined to apply the same stringent standards 
of literary criticism, have nevertheless presumed on an under
standing of Afri ca which they did not have. The summation of 
these opinions, 1 think, is the expectation of the writers that 
valid criticism of their work can only come from an understanding 
of their background and a recognition of the fact that they are 
trying to do smething new and authentic to that background , 
both in the historical fact of their society and the independ
ence of a literary tradition. It is perhaps this that makes 
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t he writers impat ient with criticism which tends toward the 
identification of the sources and inspirat ion of their writing 
in Greek drama and Eng lish poetry. 

The Problem for the African Criti c 

If this sounds like racial prejudice against non-African 
critics, it must be seen in its historical context that the early 
critical atmosphere of African literature was dominated by 
Western critics. Though it may be presumed that the African 
critic would be better placed than the European to get at tbe 
root of the African ' s achievement. it is perhaps necessary to 
note that such an event ua l ity is not automatic . A recent 
editorial in Presence Africaine brings this out : 

It is not impor tant to associate the people 
with the interpPetation of their culturaZ life 
and not to leave its interpretation and ani
mation e3:clusively in the hands of an el-ite 
which is culturally dependent on the West and 
can be more easily manipuU7ted and conditioned 
by the latter than an entire nation. On the 
whole, the situation of such an elite, which 
is culturally cut off from its people and lives 
outside its own civilization, promotes the 
ascendancy of Westerners (whether Africanists, 
or members of the university, 01' politicians) 
over the administration of our cultural affairs . 
Seen and ~ritten about through the eyes of a 
foreign culture> our people can only be the 
objects - - and not the cPeative subject s --
of their history. ,g 

What i s said in the edi torial applies both to the writers 
and the critics : we have been to the same schools and through 
t he same cultural exil e . But my interest here is with the 
critic. The African cri tic of my generation has to warn him
self continually that hi s study of literature and literary criti
cism has been i n a different tradi tion and that his prel imi 
nary aes t heti c tendencies and certainties might have been 
directed outsi de himsel f and his genuine authentic reactions. 
He has to study t o shed off those elements which no longer 
prove congenial to hi s sensibility and try to establish an 
approach whi ch, though not completely divorced from the newly 
acquired criteria, nevertheless might have a different center. 
This accounts f or the deliberatel y negative title of this paper. 
It can be a const ant effort, tryi~g to i dentify the limitations 
of the so-call ed 'universal' criteria -- which really mean the 
princi ples and processes learnt i~ University study of English 
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literature (and in this context, universal is the same thing as 
Western) -- and trying to recognize the manner of reaction to 
literature more homogeneous with African tradition and the 
modern literature of Africa. 

The African who is a critic is not therefore automatic
ally an African critic. He does not automatically offer the 
African writer the atmosphere of understanding which he craves, 
and some of what the writers have said about Western critics 
could equally well apply to the critic, African or non-African, 
to fulfill the role which the present state of our literary 
tradition and the nature of our literature impose on him. 

What I intend to do in the res t of this paper is to sug
gest the background nature of shared concerns and outlook which 
operate among the writers, critics and their soclety; to describe 
what might, at least for the moment, be cal led a characteristic 
mode of African aesthetic perception; limiting myself to poetry, 
to i l lustrate how this can lead to a poetry demanding a partic
ular method of appreciation; and fjoal ly, to suggest the function 
of criticism in the Africa context. My approach will be posi
tive, and what "limitations of universal critical criteria~ 
there are will only emerge by inference. 

The Socio-Historical Context of African Literature 

The facts of the recent history of Africa are well-known 
to any student of African affairs. Diacronically, there are 
the external events of the slave trade, economic exploitation, 
colonial domination, the struggle for and achievement of inde
pendence and the present management of African affairs by 
African civilians and soldiers with some neo-colonial intru
sion. Synchronically, the situation is a l ittle more complex : 
we have the contemporaneous existence of various types of 
acculturated states ranging from the relatively traditional 
modes of life to the totally westernized modes of life; there 
are the realities arising from contact with the outside world, 
both through the colonial experience and through the incredi
bly expanded media of international communication (I doubt that 
there is any village in Africa in which a radio is not to be 
found) -- factors which have not only created new patterns of 
economic, political and religious expectations and desires, 
but have also disrupted or confused the homogeneity of the 
traditional value system and sanctions among the general popu
lace; there is, finally in this overabbreviated and overgeneral
ized catalogue, the fact of the manner in which government by 
Africans is operating in Africa -- the fact of the people's 
generated expectations from their 'representatives' in power 
and how these expectations are being fulfilled or not fulfil led. 
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I have not elaborated on these facts because that is not 
the point. What is important is that out of these experiences 
there arise certain expectations which influence the nature 
of the writers' work and thereby demand a certain critical 
direction. [Put crudely, this critical direction is the 
demand we make of our writers to tell us what to do with 
ourselves; the insistence found in many of the comments by 
African readers that the writers show positive commitment to 
the contemporary issues in Africa.] 

One aspect of the events referred to above is that they 
are public, communal events. Their predominating impact on 
the minds and attention of the intellectual elite to which the 
writers and their audience belong makes for an audience-oriented 
literature. If one sought a period of English literature to 
which to relate this orientation, it would be found more in 
the literature of the period from Dryden to Johnson than in 
modern English literature. Events of traumatic nature to the 
whole community have taken place and are taking place. There 
are concerns felt, not so much by the individual in his personal 
capacity, but shared by the generality of the people. There 
is a sense of participation, albeit reducing in intensity 
recently, in the total movement of people in the organization 
of their affairs and their world. There is still a measure of 
faith in the perfectibility of human societies, that people 
have only to know what is right for them and their society 
and they would together struggle to achieve those aims. 

The African writer is operating within this context, vary
ing in intensity of facts in different parts of Africa, but 
still demanding that he use his art in pursuit of public ends. 
Some conferences on African Literature have specifically empha
sized this context, especially the African Scandinavian Writers' 
Conference in Stockholm 1967,10 the series of talks and dis
cussions in the Africa Centre in London in 1968 under the 
title "Protest and Conflict in African Literature,"ll and a 
conference held in the University of Nigeria, Nsukka last 
year under the title 'Literature and Modern West African 
Culture.•l2 The discussion has gone beyond the level of 
whether the writer should be committed to the nature of that 
commitment; to some it is necessary to have a definite ideo
logical commitment, preferably to a Marxist ideal. Though some 
writers may feel it unbearable 'that people are creating for 
the writer an almost superstitious role ... as if he were a 
special kind of human being who has certain duties, functions, 
privileges mystically set apart from other human beings,'l3 
the role is there. And this explains the tone of Wole Soyinka's 
bitter tirade against the writers of Africa when he claimed 
that "In the movement towards chaos in modern Africa, the writer 
did not anticipate ... He was content to turn his eye backward 
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in time and prospect in archaic fields for forgotten gems which 
would dazzle and distract the present. But never inward, never 
truly into the present, never into the obvious symptoms of the 
niggling, warning, predictable present from which alone lay 
the salv.ation of ideals." Admitting that the writings might 
have genuine 1 i terary va 1 ue, he sti 11 is distressed that "the 
present philosophy, the present direction of modern Africa was 
created by politicians, not writers," and asks '"is this not 
a contradiction in a society whose great declaration of unique
ness to the outside world is that of a superabundant humanism?"14 

Partly resulting from the above, and partly derived from 
tradition is another aspect of the context, that of a greater 
emphasis on community than on persons. Where the individual 
(character in a novel, persons/poet 4n poetry) is emphasized, 
the dimensions of his individuality are undercut by the fact 
that he is a representative, a paradigm of states of being which 
extend through the community. 

Moreover, the individual is part of a community which is 
supposed to bear his burdens and whose burdens, depending on 
his position, he certainly bears. An interesting side-light 
on this with regard to the artist's ci rcumstances is thrown 
by a statement in an article by Cyprian Ekwensi published last 
month: 

All. my life has been buil.t round the fornrula 
that a writer has first of aLl to eat, to pay 
his rent , support a family . In our society a 
man does not run away from his responsibilities 
because of what he wishes to do . Be weighs the 
consequences of his actions on his dependents , 
t hen adJusts his actions to the situation, some
times to his own disadvantage. This spirit of 
selflessness has suppressed many a genius. At 
the same time it has kept family life going. 
If I had my way I would run away from every
body, shut myself up in a room in some strange 
land and go on writing. This is what many 
of the great writers have done . It tende to 
sharpen one's recollection . 15 

The strains and joys of this wider responsibility of the indi
vidual not only affect the freedom of the writer as a person. 
They can also influence the tone of his writing when he writes 
on that society. The burdens and profits of community offer 
an area of thematic interest, and can influence the develop
ment of the content of the literar~ piece [especially with 
regard to characteristics and tonej . 
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Perhaps the most intrinsic result of the described socio
historical context is the nature of the literature under dis
cussion in that it is a literature of mixed traditions. Most 
of modern African literature is written in the language, not 
of the people, but of the former colonial masters. literary 
traditions of the masters came along with the language, but 
the literary traditions indigenous to the people are still 
strong and viable so that we have a literature straddling 
two conventions with more or less comfort. These facts 
present to the writers crucial problems of choice. But this 
is a widely explored area and I will not enlarge on it. I 
wi l l merely refer to a significant statement which Gerald 
Moore made in 1963: 

This encounte~ (of the African poet with the 
EngLish Language) presents problems which are 
not being faced by any European ~te~, and which 
haven' t been faced by the European write~ fo~ a 
long time . . . Sinco the emergence of the 
t'e~cuZ.~e in the Middle Agee, I don't think 
we have had any cor.respu.nding e~erience of 
making this fundamental choice . l6 

Within this context then, modern African literature was 
born and has grown to its present stage of maturity. The 
writer and his audience live within the environment of these 
reali ties and ideas and to t he extent to which the context 
influences the writing, to that extent does an awaren~ss of 
the context determine adequate understanding and direct the 
critic 's functioning. 

The Mode of Aesthetic Perception 

For some years there has been a rather consistent criti
cal rejection of negritude for a variety of reasons. One is 
that it refers one back, especially in much of its poetry, to 
a glorious African past -- innocent, brave, harmonious --
which the colonial demons came and destroyed. This is of course 
an overstatement and a myth, or rather, i~ not the whole truth. 
But I think the attack on it has been largely exaggerated too. 
Most peoples have had to build up a myth of their past, a myth 
which holds them from too violent a dislocation of tradition, 
a pil lar onto which they can anchor thei r sense of continuity 
and meaningful progress. If it is a lie, it is a useful lie 
as many a widow knows who has tried to bring up her children 
with the memory of a brave and immaculate father, much to her 
chagrin if she had had a rough marriage. And it is not such 
lie after all, for Africa had its measure of innocence, of 
bravery, of communal harmony , and it did suffer its measure 
of external intrusion, oppression, exploitation and domination 
and nobody can deny it. Not one of the complaining writers 
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has failed to refer at least once to the facts and their reper
cussions. All the same it is a myth that could be dangerous 
by reinforcing what the Guyanan novelist. Wilson Harris, calls 
"victim stasis" and "victor stasis" -- psychological fixations 
whi ch perpetuate themselves by constant projections outwards-
"vi ctim projecting out of himself the making of monster/victor , 
vi ctor projecting out of himself the making of monstrous vic
tim." 17 

What is more crucial and relevant however is the discussion 
on Senghor's concept of the difference of African man from 
Western man of the twentieth century and the accompanying cl aim 
that Africa has something to give to world civilization. With 
regard to the second part, I think it is pusillanimous to think 
that Africa has nothing specific to contribute to world culture 
but this again is an overworked topic which can only provide 
diversionary interest here. It need not detain us because we 
have sufficient problems to solve internally and, as Soyinka 
says, especially later in this question: 

The myth of il'rational nobility, of a racial 
essence that must came to the rescue of the 
white depravity has 1'W1 ita fuZZ COU.l'se . The 
IIIOI)ement which began !Ji.th t he IJal" cry of cul
tural separatism . . . has found latter day 
modification in a ca Z.Z. to be the bridgeJ t o 
bring about the salvat i on of the wor ld by a 
mcuoriage of abstracti ons. It i s a remarkabLe 
fact t hat the ~opean wri ter who had both 
t he leisure and t he long history of intro
spection to ascertain his spiritual needs 
has not yet sent out a caZ.Z. to the black 
writer for rescue. 18 

So we are not better than other people; and, in any case, they 
have not asked us to come and get them out of their dessicated 
mechanical world. But are we in any way different? Or rather, 
were we different in any way which could be important for the 
proper understandi ng of both the themes and conventions of our 
l i terature? 

I am checked in the middle of an intended tirade by the 
realization that the matter is suddenly too simple. There are 
no people,who are not ~eculiar in the sum of their cultural 
values -- English, Canadian, American, Chinese, Russian, 
African, etc; there is no society in which there has not 
developed a way in which its people relate themselves to the 
wor ld and to their fellows. Perhaps it is the overstressing 
of this peculiarity that is culpable. Perhaps also the defi
ni tion of thi s peculiarity could be misguided. But, especially 
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in the context of literature wri tten within one culture in 
the language of another, it is essential to grasp some points 
of this difference polemically, to clarify any peculiarities 
of expression or form in that literature. 

Senghor, writing about the African philosphy of being, 
says of African ontology: 

Far back as on(; may go into his past, from 
the northel'PI Sw:lanese to the southern Bantu, 
th" Afroictm has ah>ays and llV41z!YUMl'e pn~sQJ'Itlld 
a concept of the wor>ld LJhich is diar.etM.cally 
opposed to th8 traditional philosophy of europe. 
71ze 'latter is essentiaZ.Z.y static objec'tivh:z di
chotomi.c-; it is, in fact;, a;;art:8tic, in t t 
it oakes an absol-uu distinetion betu€en body 
and so:4l , matter and spirit. It; is fo-..otli8d 
on scparatiOtt and opposition: on analysis and 
c:mfli.:t. The African em the ocher hand, conJ 
cDivca tJ:e uorld, b~ond tho divarsi t;y of its 
forms, as a fundt;zr.wmtally r,r,li§e· :~et tmiqus, 
reality that seeks s:,nthesis. 

I quote this passage because there is hardly anywhere else 
where he states the issue in a less controversial manner. 

A basic thesis is expressed here, capable of being de
veloped in a variety of ways. Senghor directs it, in his 
quest for what Africa can give to the world, into a higher 
"morality in action" so that "for the African, living acc
ording to the moral law means living according to his nature, 
composed as it is of contradictory elements but complement
ary l i fe forces. Thus he gives stuff to the stuff of the 
universe and tightens the threads of the tissue of life."20 
He also expounds a theory of art in which he clai~s that it 
is 'rhythm-- the main virtue, in fact, of negritude -- that 
glVes the work of art its beauty' explaining rhythm as "simply 
the movement of attraction or repulsion that expresses the 
life of the cosmic forces; symmetry and asymmetry, repetition 
or opposition: in short, the lines of force that link the 
meaningful signs that shapes and colors, timbre and tones, 
are. "2l 

In all the debates on negritude what I find of greatest 
significance is the suggestion in the paper out of which the 
above was quoted of the relationship between perception of 
truth and what Senghor calls "the mystic civilzations of the 
senses" [which incidentally he also saw in the Slav and Ger
manic peoples of the late 19th century.]22 My understanding 
of the issue is related to a distinction between modes of 
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know1ng -- that whereas traditional Western man has evolved a 
more detached, analytical mode of understanding of his world 
environment and aspects of human functioning, traditional 
African man retained a more holistic, instinctive mode of 
understanding . I try various expressions to describe this 
mode - - spiritual absorption, instinctive perception of whole 
meaning, sensitive interaction -- but these are words that 
have their meaning in the language of a cultural mode of per
ception which is particular and rationalistic. The total 
of these expressions however comes close to what I mean, for 
which the word ' rapport' may be used. 

The reduction of these modes of knowing to a dichotomy 
of "emotion" and "reason," (Kofi Awoonor, for example, appeared 
to presume that Senghor says that "the African is only emotion 
and not reason"23) and some utterly innane attempts to repro
duce this misconceived phenomenon in works of art, have led 
to the emotional rejection which has attended the idea. The 
danger is that in the hustle and bustle of rhetoric there is 
the tendency to throw away the core of truth with the bulk of 
nonsense. If the "purity and innocence of Africa" is not the 
truth, if the girl soaping her body and laughing in the rain 
is not the symbol of the African reality, does it automatically 
become true that "the educated African from abroad ... who 
walks about with his mouth open, startled by ... the black 
man's heightened sensitivity, has come back to recolonize us; 
that he is repeating the damnable old cliche that we have 
come to associate with the colonial or the European who comes 
to Africa with that back-to-the-womb expression on his face "?24 

In Achebe's poem, "Vultures," an illustration is taken 
from the facts of the Second World War. 

. . . Thus the COf171tCI1Uiant at & lsen 
Camp going heme for 
the day t.Jith fumes of 
1unm l"'a.St clinging 
rebelliously to ki s hairy 
nostrils !Jill stop 
at the uaysids B!Jeet-shop 
and pick up a chocolate 
for his tender offspring 
waiting at home for Daddy ' s 
re turn . .. 

The bitterness of the irony here derives from the fact that both 
activities by the Commandant of Belson are real, none pretended. 
The Commandant did commit the atrocities of the Camp. The Com
mandant did love hi s family. Perhaps what is wrong with the 
current discussion of the Afri can personality or negritude is 
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il l ustrated by the conclus ion of Achebe's poem: 

~aise bounteous 
providence if you will 
that grants even an ogre 
a Tiny glow-worm 
tenderness encapsulated 
in icy caverns of a cruel 
heart or else despair 
for in th11 vary germ 
of that kindred love is 
Zod{Jed t~~ perpetui ty 
of eviL 

Both the prai sing of providence and the despair are static 
react ions as against a dynamic reaction. The point is that 
any attenpt at "correcting• the Coomandant at Belson Camp would 
have to be by dynamic interplay of one factor of the rea1 1ty 
of hi s personality agai nst the other. This dynamic principle 
is taken into account in another of Ache be's poems , "Beware. 
Soul Brother ." Irony is intended in the opening lines but it 
is an irony of judgement rather than of fact: 

We ar11 thQ IIK»> of soul 
men of song we measure out 
our joys and agonies 
too, our long, 1.ong passion week 
in paces of the dance 

He reminds us of the parallel truth: 

Our ancestors , soul brother, were wiser 
than is often made out. Remerrber 
they gave Ala, great godt:Uilas 
of their earth, sovereignty too over 
their arts for they understood 
so W6U those hard-headed me 
men of dopartod dance IJhere a man ' a 
foot must l'eturn what;ever beauties 
it rrrl.!f weave in air, where 
it must l'eturn for safety 
and renewal of strength. 

And so he warns: 

But b6Lial'e sou~ brother 
of the lW'es of aacenaion day 
for othora thoro will bo t hat day 
Zying in wait ~eaden-footed, tone-deaf 
passionate onZy for the deep entrails 
of our soU . . . 
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Take care t hen, mother's son, Lest you become 
a dancer disi nherited in mid-dance 
hanging a Zame foot in air U ke t~~ hen 
in a strange unfamiLiar compound. 

The point I have been making is that the acceptance of 
a different mode of knowing, is not a denial of wisdom ; that 
the statement about intuitive knowledge or 'heightened sensi
tivity' does not automatically become a "myth of irrational 
nobility" or a rejection of a sense of practi cality in the 
management of day-to-day affairs. 

One may digress a little further into wider fields and 
insist that there is not only one way of arriving at truth. 
I f ound the following passage in an exhilarating book Math
ematics and the Imagination and I will quote it at length: 

The problems of the infinite have challenged 
man's mind and have fired his imagination as 
no other singZe probZem in the history of 
thought. The infinite appears both st1'ange 
and fami~iar, at times beyond our grasp, at 
times naturaZ and easy to unde1'stand. In 
conquering it, man broke the fetters that 
bound him to earth. A~Z his faculties were 
required for this conquest -- his reasoning 
powers, his poetic fancy, his desire to 
know. 

To estab~ish the science of the infinite 
invo~ves the prinaip~e of mathematical in
duction. This principLe affirms the power 
of reasoning by reC!.U'rence . It typifies 
almost all mathematical thinking, a~Z that 
we do when we conetPuct compLe: aggregates 
out of simple elements . It is, as Poincare 
remarked, "at once necessary to the math
ematician and irPeducible to logic . .. 
mathematical induction is not derived f r om 
experience, rathel' it is an inherent , intu
itive almost instin~ive proper ty of the mind ... 

. . . W~thout any sense of discontinuity, without 
tranegressing the canons of logic, the math
ematician and philosopher have bridged in one 
stroke the guZf between the finite and the 
infinite. The mathematics of the infinite 
is a sheer affirmation of the inherent power 
of reasoning by recurrence .27 
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Validity and value do attach to a type of knowledge which 
"without transgressing the canons of logic" comes in an 
inherent, intuitive and almost instinctive manner. My 
argument is that if it should be the case that for a variety 
of reasons, including the homogeneity of a closed society 
which breeds a proliferation of instinctively held arche
types of intellect and emotion, the African should be found 
to have a predominating tendency towards this intuitive, 
almost inherent type of knowledge, then it should be recog
nized, not indeed as exclusive, but as characteristic. 

Now to return more specifically to our topic - - the mode 
of aesthetic perception. Wole Soyinka, talking in 1962 about 
the audience response to his play A Dance of the Forests re
vealed a preference for a non-rationalized perception of meaning: 

But wnat I found personally gratifying and what 
I considered the vaZidity of my work, was that the 
so-called illiterate group of the community, the 
stewards, the drivers -- the really uneducated non
academic world -- they were coming to see the 
play every night . . . If you allowed them, 
they always fe Zt the thing through an the way' 
and they came night after night and enjoyed it 
tremendously . I never asked them what they 
made of it, you know . . . The only time when 
they became quite frankly lazy is when they 
find that their instincts to reject what seems 
strange are supported by a columnist in the 
paper, they suddenLy feel, 'Oh! yes, we thought 
that you know, I mean what 's aU this nonsense,' 
but left to themselves , and given the proper 
guidance, I have no doubt at aU that we have 
one of the most interes ted audiences, in any 

28 event, in any cu'LtUl'al event, here in Nige-ria. 

The crucial words here are: "they always felt the thing 
through all the way ... I never asked them what they made 
of it ... " I think what is excluded here is a specifically 
analytical understanding. By "felt" here I don't think that 
Soyinka is talking about emotional or sensuous response in 
their Western connotations. Perhaps rapport is the word, the 
direct interaction between the observed art object and the as 
yet unverbalized archetypes of the subject's spirit or soul 
or imagination or sensitivity or totality of person. Soyinka's 
appeal for "the proper guidance" is for the critic to identify 
and verbalize these archetypes to give support to the rapport 
and Kofi Awoonor has suggested one guiding principle when he 
said he coula quite easily understand A Dance of the Forests 
because 'in one aspect it's simply a kind of cycle of events 
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cutting through the history of a people; and this makes a lot 
of meaning to me if you see some of t2g traditional perform
ances of any society in West Africa.' 

The same mode of per ception is presupposed in Christopher 
Okigbo's reply to an interviewer who asked him why his poetry 
was so hard to understand: 

WeZL, beaause what we aaZl , understanding 
. . . passes through a process of analysis , 
if you Zike , of the intellectual -- there 
is an intellectuaZ eff ort which one makes 
before one a1'1'ives at what one calls t he 
meaning . Now I think it is possible to 
arrive at a response without passing through 
that process of intellectual analysis , and 
I think that if a poem can elicit a re-
sponse, either in physicaZ or emotiottal 30 terms for an audience, the poem has succeeded ... 

'Physical'and 'emotional' here are attempts to give some defi 
nition to a generalized non-intellectual response. In another 
interview Okigbo talked of girls in a secondary school in 
Northern Nigeria crying when he read some of his poems to 
them :- t~pugh they could not identify the reason for their 
react10n. 

More recently, Kofi Awoonor talking about his strange haunt
ing novel This Ea1'th , ~~ Brother, acknowledges that he was invit
ing the reader to share in the protagonist, Amanu's vision, 
adding: 

There is an invitation to participate in the 
f estival of the senses . I t hink if we go back 
to the festival of the senses , our destruction 
of t hings and people will cease .32 

Perhaps I don't quite understand what is implied here by "the 
festival of the senses" but it sounds very close to Senghor's 
"the mystic civilization of the senses" especially when Awoonor 
continues to say that Amamu' s long journey in the novel is both 
on a realistic and a mystical level. 

Let me conclude this section then by stating that there is 
a strong evidence to suggest that the characteristic mode of 
African aesthetic perception is non-analytic or non-intellectual, 
but relies essentially on the achievement of rapport with the 
art object. This response can be analyzed and Robert Plant 
Armstrong's The Affecting P1'esence (University of Illinois 
Press, 1971) is a very interesting analysis of this phenomenon. 
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Senghor's analysis in terms of cosmic vision and the inter- . 
play of life forces is also interesting. I would myself suggest 
a more prosaic explanation in terms of the abundance of unin
hibited archetypes and sensitivity to which the work of art 
relates in the subject. All these can be debated . But the 
phenomenon itself is a reality -- the response itself is non
analytical. 

The Nature of Poetic Expression 

The implications of this mode of perception in literar.y 
expression I will discuss only from the poetic genre for pur
poses of meaningful limitation. I will refer only to the 
Nigerian Christopher Okigbo and Wole Soyika. A principal 
effect is that it would give rise to a poetry which, in some 
crucial manner, would have an emphasis on the individual 
phrase or what has been called a "lyric total" that is, in 
spite of or helpful to the total expression. Let me illus
trate briefly how this has worked in traditional poetry. It 
should be borne in mind that traditional poetry is of various 
forms and is to be seen in a variety of media. I mean here 
that some poems are, for example, to be found in the context 
of dance in which their contribution is only a partial element 
in the total effect. In these contexts we find an emphasis 
on simplicity of language and paucity of images so that the 
senses are liberated to participate in the other elements of 
song and dance. Where imagery of the symbolic kind enters, 
it is limited mainly to the chorus which might just be a 
statement of intense meaning repeated after each sole state
ment, a statement moreover which is of such popular circula
tion that though its import continues to retain its impact, 
its meaning is quite clear. In a dirge dance, for example, 
the statement "mgbala ezeele" -- "the fence has collapsed" 
will be repeated interminably by the chorus of dancers while 
the solo cantor will weave in, at will, and perhaps without 
the dancers listening, a description of the dead person and 
his qualities. In a war dance the chorus will be repeating 
"mbaogu okweere nwoko" -- "the boast of bravery befits a 
man" while t he soloist describes the prowess of the community 
of fighters and the cowardice of the enemy. 

At the other extreme is the poetry which relies on its 
verbal content and quality for its effect [in addition, of 
course, to unreproduceable elements like visual (facial and 
body) movements and tonal timbre of the reciter]. This is the 
peak of poetic expression and is accompanied by musical 
instruments. This is adult poetry, found in various con
texts -- religious incantation, praise of kings and warriors, 
dirges -- but sharing in the formal quality I have referred 
to which I will now try to expand on. 
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Without prejudice to what Ali Mazrui calls "versified 
intelligibilities," simple poetry in which personal m'lllents 
of experience are communicated with beauty and ease,33 the 
tendency in much African verbal art is to catch a moment or 
a whole experience once and for all in an expressi on of intense 
sharpness. This tendency, incidentally, features 1 n other areas 
of aestheti c represen tation -- i n the mot ifs of painting , sculp
ture, music, dance, masquerade. The idea is to re-create an 
idea or an experience by representi ng it in a diversity of 
such expressions rather than to state the reality or to ana 
lyze it. A dirge f rom Nsukka will illustrate the point. 

A great t ree has crashed down 
the birds are scattered in t he forest 

Your name gave us passage itt strange Za:nds 
this tltcn is what ltas happened? 

Vhen dangar otruck like lightning you Zed thtJ attack 
is this then the end oj :fO'.ll" jo:..nteiJ? 

::'nat you had you gave to the peop~e, 

io do~ otcre nDL' ~td? 

,Alas! Alas! 

Eal'th ' s path has been dar.r1d. 
Hand stronger than hand has br oken the hand 

a trap ltas caught the tigel' 
TTee at the gate !hat blunted the m~~chet 's edge 

this then is what has happened. 

The discussions on the relative contributions of tradition
al African literature and moder n European traditioas have already 
taken place . This, moreover, is no study of traditional Afri can 
poetry. But I think I need to restate some factors whi ch have 
to be taken into account in achieving understanding for criti
cism of the new tradition. The dirge above, centers on one 
centra l perception of the misfortune of losing a strong support 
of a family line. More importantly, it creates this sense of 
loss through a concatenation of individual expressive cate
gorical image5 drawn from a variety of levels of existence, 
drawing equivalences between one and another at a symbolic level. 
Quite a few of the images are separable as praise names for 
the dead person. 

Of what importance is this for the understanding of our 
modern poets? One of the functions of the critic in modern 
Afri ca is to create an atmosphere of understanding for our 
artists in such a way that presumed difficulty will not obstruct 
the growth of a literary audience. And one of the biggest stumb
ling blocks at the moment is the presumed obscur ity of the poets.35 
The question then is whether the pattern of poetic expression I 
have described does have enough influence on the poets so that 
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a realization of the fact can help provide an insight into their 
method and release the reader to the1r significance. 

In Sunday Anozie's challenging book on Christopher Okigbo 
find the following comment: 

This recognition (of an idea in a section of 
Okigbo ' s Silences) is not at all the result 
of any attempt to probe logically the poet 's 
mind, since in fact this is quite impossble, 
especially in a movement whose dialectic is 
obscure . Rather than a logical recognition, 
a sympathetic response is here attempted 
to the ambitions of a poetic art still 
struggling to find i ts feet and which 
throughout t he poem, Si)ence I, is mainly 
concerned with cross-breeding visionary and 
aesthetic symbols or images with rhythmical 
variations in a frail reachi~ after a musical 
and dramatic suggestiveness . 

Without agreeing with the particular interpretation of meaning, 
one notices certain factors here which relate to the tradition 
discussed earlier -- the non-necessity of a logical process 
of understanding, the approach from sympathetic response aris~ 
ing from a poetic method of "cross-breeding visionary and 
aesthetic symbols or images." Okigbo was to mature from his 
early poetry in which these symbols and images had a rather 
complicated structure of dialectics, to the prophetic declam
atory poetry of "Path of Thunder." The pattern of combination 
was to ease out, but the poems were still to rely on heavily 
symbolic units of imagery. 

Soyinka's poetry, different in point of view and emphasis, 
shows the same dependence on units of imagery . Wit~out Okigbo's 
encyclopaedic vastness of areas of reference, but with an in
tense knowledge of the resources of Yoruba mythology and lit
erary traditions, Soyinka still constructs his poems from a 
sensibility which in one event sees the events'cosmic equivalents 
and repercussions and re-creates the experience in terms of 
affective units of imagery. A very en~ightening study of 
Idanre by Femi Fatoba in a recent issue of Nigeria Magazine 
brings this out. Fatoba is flamboyant in his expressions but 
the two following passages make a point. 

Something else which came to my mind was that 
I was brought up (and that very badly) on Wes tern 
literature and had failed all along to realize 
the 'death 'of WORDS in the West . By WORDS, I 
mean words in the sense of vehicles of magic 
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and mauic ira tlze sense of c:Nation<i of 
sensations and phen.omena Llhich OP.:l beyond 
verbal explanation. We reftu;e to bl'ing 
WORD back to life because th.: tlto:.d>le 
of l'aisin3 it f1'0m deatll d.:rnm•ds bel.ief 
in thoso ancient codas o f ur~. like 
oz>dinal'Y IIW'IQJl tl'U8t and mor>aZ upright
ness; and most impoz>tant of aLl, the 
absorpti.o~t of the good in the o~d into 
the best of the scientific pt'asent and 
futu:t'e. A tot:a~ r ejection o f the past is 
one of the main ingJ>edients in the poison 
which kiZZed WORD. We then prop up its 
slladot.1 and paint it in ~ud colours as 
if that t.JO~o~!d seal. the gangrene in t he 
letters which go to Make up words . 

And later: 

Orw irtagll attl"acts tlua oth.~r and they all 
shock one with a bloody and magnetic for>ce 
which pulls one out of tho dazok ezclusiiJas 
of the ~nd into a J>eality ~hir.h ctings th~ 
eyes and tlz.., conscienr" and pricJw the fi.JJh 
l.ike sharp hot nails . 37 

Again the mythic , mystic vision which sees in each event its 
parallels and meaning at various levels of existence, and the 
magic recreative power of symbolic images as the source of 
meani ng rather than through the dialectical logic of develop
ment. For time past, ~resent and future are subsumed in the 
single moment of epiphanic understanding. This is the peak 
to which African poetry, traditi onal and modern, aims. 

Br iefly, in the context of this paper, I will mention two 
other points. One is, that a poetry that rel ies so heavily on 
the use of images must require in the reader or crft1c a depth 
of understanding of the mythology, traditions and imaginative 
l iterature of the communi ty from whi ch the writers come. The 
cultural significance of the images becomes the essential in 
gredient of meaning (as Anozie aptly brings ou t in contrasting 
Paul Theroux's interpretation of the rainbow image i n Okigbo's 
Heavgneaate and the real significance of the rainbow to Okigbo 
and the Igbo.38) And there i s not much of Soyinka that can 
be understood without a deep knowledge of Yoruba mythology and 
oral traditional l i terature. 
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Secondly, this poetry, even when it is most abstruse and 
mythical is still publ ic and man/ society oriented. Of his 
Siter.~s, (whicn are perhaps his most obscure after Distances). 
Okigbo says in his Introduction to Labyrinths: "Both parts of 
Sil6ncea ~ere inspired by events of the day: Lament of ~he 

Silant sis t oro, by the Western Nigeria Crisis of 1962, and the 
death of Patrice Lumumba; Lamont of the Drums, by the impri
sonment of Obafemi Awolowo, and the tragic death of his eldest 
son" .39 Soyfnka was l ater to say of I darlre: "IdanJ'e lost 1ts 
mysti fication early enough. As events gathered pace and un
reason around me I recognised it as part of a pattern of aware 
ness which began when I wrote A .~e of t he Forests. In de
tail, in the human context of my society, Idanre has made abun
dant sense .... And since then the bloody origin of Ogun's pil
grimage has been, in true cyclic manner, most bloodily re-en
acted .•. '40 In both it is the fate of a people and their hopes 
rather than the fate of individuals, that is the theme. In 
both the ~ythical cycle of chaos and regeneration is seen in 
tenms of the society. A sociological awareness of the ontology 
and mentality of a people will help prevent the interpretation 
of their symbols in terms outside the orbit of their poet's 
poss ible meaning. Pessimism, for example, is not cosmic in the 
poetry but related to spec1f1c situations; and the apocalyptic 
poet of Africa stil l has a >trong faith in the awakening of the 
s torm into a harvest season, of the night into a dawn of sun
light. So, Soyinka at the end of 'deluge', 

And r?J one speaks of secreta i n this l.a11d 
<l?IZ.:~, •hat Ute akin bB bcuood to .., etcomo rain 
And earth prepare, tluzt s eeds may BtJell 
And rwta take flesh ui thir. her, and men 
Wa}cg naked into harvest- tidc;41 

and Christopher Okigbo's last lines of poetry. some of it 
borrowed from the Spanish, proclai": 

beyond OUZO CP'rDLing tccJcrs -
Beyor1d tile iron path careerir:g alon:1 t h4 BGII"'S 

bt!atctJ tJtack 

T'~ta gZ.ill!pse of a drean lica B'TIOul.dering i n a 
cav11 tcgether r.>ith t he mor tal.l.y uo:mded birds. 
Earth, unbind me; l.et me be the prodi ga l.; l.et 
this be the T'am ' s ultimate proyer t o the tBt her . .. 

An old star departs, Laavoe us here on t he shore 
Ga;Jing heaveroard for a 1161.1 s ta:r approaching; 
Tha nou stal" appears , fcr aehai:Jous i ts goi'llg 
Bcf"rtJ a going and cor.ri' liJ that goes on forever ... 42 
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The Function Of Criticism - -
I have dealt with my topic by indirection because I 

believe that the reality of a different tradition esta
blishes the need for a different approach, and the areas 
of this difference will determine the areas of changed 
perspective . So I will conclude briefly. 

From what I have said so far it may be deduced that the 
critic in Africa is called upon to be more of a l i terary 
citizen than a literary scholar. For one thing , the writer and 
"his mid-wife" the critic are operating in a context of a lite
rate community in which, when books have served their specific 
role for studies and the acquisition of skills, t hey are not 
much regarded (except thrillers) and aesthetic pleasure is 
mainly derived from oral situations. An interested and parti
cipating audience for the writers has still to be created. 
Secondly, a greater percentage of this audience has a limited 
comprehension of the language in which modern African literature 
is written. More importantly, we are dealing with a new lite
rature the traditions of which have been in the formative stage. 
Most educated Africans have been brought up on the English tra
dition and the most creative of African writers have been for
ging a tradition for themselves more congenial to their environ
ment and sensibilities. The critic therefore has to gather the 
threads of this new tradition and communicate it to his people 
to open the literature to them. 

The manner of critical awareness which this calls for is 
one not dominated by any dogmatic knowledge of systems. Aes
thetic certainties derived from any established traditions will 
only jeopardise the chances of fu l l response. And this matter 
is compli cated for the African critic by the dual need to en
courage the writers and yet offer them the full depth of search
ing criticism which is necessary for the valid growth of our 
literature. But another Nigerian critic, Dr. Abiola Irele, has 
presented these specific problems in great width and I will 
conclude with his words: 

The doub~e re~ationship of this literature 
to tlJo imaginative traditions, with the 
particu~ar fonms of human universe which 
~ie behind each of them, calls for a special 
orientation of criticism in dealing with it, 
an orientation which is sociologica~ by impli
cation. It involves a process whereby t he very 
differentiation that marka the two frames of 
reference of this literature imposes upon the 
critical function impol'tant adjustments of those 
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principl-es rvorked out in the Western tradition~ 
to the peculiar modes of sensibiLity which feature 
in the African works~ and which derive from the 
African background~ of which the uses of language~ 
both conditioned by and conditioning the traditional 
modes of feeling and r;rpprehension~ constitute a dis 
tinct social. real.ity.43~ 
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